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Abstract
The purpose of this research is to develop smart binoculars learning media for
trigonometry material in Vocational Schools so that it can help and facilitate
mathematics teachers in explaining one of the concepts of trigonometry material. The
type of research used in this research is Research and Development (R&D) while the
development of instructional media refers to the modified Borg and Gall model,
namely research and collection, planning, product draft development, expert
validation, small-scale trials. The development has three criteria, namely valid,
practical and effective. The results showed that obtained from filling out the
validation sheet by the material expert and media expert validators were in the valid
category. Furthermore, the practicality of smart binoculars learning media based on
student response questionnaire the average student is satisfied with the learning
experience using learning media and for the effectiveness of smart binoculars
learning media get positive things because the evaluation of ten samples of students
gets grades above minimal completeness criteria.
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INTRODUCTION
Mathematics is one of the subjects that can improve thinking skills (Fajrial and
Soraya 2017). Besides mathematics can also be said as a language, which according to
Dantzig mathematics is a language of science and according to Jacobs mathematics is a
universal language (Prayitno, Suwarsono, and Siswono 2013). One of the scopes of
mathematics subject in Vocational School covers trigonometry (Ministry of Education and
Culture 2013). Based on the results of an interview with one of the teachers of vocational
high School 11 Malang, the majority of vocational high school students have difficulty in
learning trigonometry, especially basic competencies applying the rules of sine and cosine,
especially when it comes to the application of the use of trigonometric formulas. This
results in student learning outcomes trigonometric basic competencies are still below the
minimal completeness criteria.

Trigonometry is a branch of mathematics that deals with triangular angles and
trigonometric functions such as sines, cosines, and tangents (Kemendikbud 2013). The
basis of Trigonometry itself is the concept of the construction of right-angled triangles,
the corresponding sides of two similarly built shapes having the same ratio (Djumanta and
Susanti 2008). With Euclid's geometry, if each corner of the two triangles has the same
size, then the two triangles must be congruent (Sari, Suharsono, and Ansori 2013). There
are many applications of trigonometry especially the triangulation technique used in
astronomy to calculate distances to nearby stars, in geography to count between certain
points, and in satellite navigation systems. Other fields that use trigonometry include
various branches in physics, land surveying and geodesy, architecture, phonetics, economics, electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, civil engineering, computer graphics, cartography, and many others (Kariadinata 2013).

Based on this, students are expected to be able to solve every problem related to trigonometry. However, if viewed from the results of learning mathematics in Indonesia, including trigonometric learning in vocational schools is still far from satisfying, it can even be said to be still disappointing. This can be seen from the results of the national exams from year to year, for mathematics in which trigonometry is included in the "low" category (Al. Krismanto 2008). This is in line with what was stated by Zulkardi that the acquisition of the National Examination at the vocational high school level is known to be still low and has not experienced significant improvement. These include trigonometry, which is a subject that is difficult for students to master (Dwiatmoko, Rosa, and Gunawan 2015). One effort that can be done to improve the quality of learning, especially trigonometry in vocational schools, is to learn mathematics through media-based learning. Learning by using the right media, will provide optimal results for students' understanding of the material being studied. Sundayana (2014) states that with the learning media, students will take part in more mathematics lessons happily and happily so that their interest in learning mathematics is greater.

Teachers need effective and interesting teaching aids to facilitate students in learning Trigonometry material. As stated by Piaget, effective teaching aids can help students understand simple concepts that must be mastered so that they can link simple concepts into more complex concepts. Budiani (2017) mentions that understanding the concept of trigonometric material is very important. One educational figure who is very concerned about the importance of using teaching aids for students is Maria Montessori. Lillard mentions props based on characteristics: (1) interesting, (2) has gradations, (3) has error control, and (4) can teach students independently (Nugrahanta et al. 2016). Montessori argues that education must help children to overcome problems encountered in everyday life so that children can do everything independently. Learning independently, children can construct their knowledge independently with the help of the surrounding environment (Leong 2006).

Arsyad (2011) said that learning media is a tool in the learning process both inside and outside the classroom, further explained that learning media is a component of learning resources or a physical vehicle containing instructional material in the student environment that can stimulate students to learn. Widyanthi and Sigit (2010) revealed that the same as smart binoculars clinometers are very efficient media in teaching trigonometry material. Smart Binoculars are tools used to measure the height and width of an object by utilizing the elevation angle. But in this modern era, the tools used to calculate an object have increasingly developed, to produce an accurate height, it needs to be supported by tools that have high accuracy as well, such as Theodolite. Unfortunately, this tool is too expensive and not practical if used by the community (Hamalik 1982). Smart Binoculars is a simple tool, where its use is very practical, namely pointing the end of the Smart Binoculars at the object, see at what scale the thread falls, and the results will be read directly on the protractor in the Smart Binoculars. Its simplicity and practicality make researchers interested in making Smart Binoculars a thesis research study.

Smart Binoculars are the result of the development of a simple clinometer that already exists, the advantage of Smart Binoculars is that researchers can calculate the height and width of an object. Smart Binoculars are made from wood with a pipe attached
RESEARCH METHOD

The type of research used is Research and Development (R&D) research. The research and development are used because researchers want to develop a learning product in the form of Smart Binoculars learning media. Also, when collecting data in the field, namely in the initial research to collect more qualitative data, the next stage of product effectiveness testing is carried out experimental/quantitative methods. Also, the acquisition of data will be analyzed qualitatively-narratively and in the form of quantitative calculations. This type of research and development is considered suitable to be used to assist researchers in developing Smart Binoculars learning media for trigonometry material in class X students and is used to test the effectiveness of the product. Based on the background explanation above, the researchers wanted research aimed at developing smart binoculars learning media for trigonometry material in vocational high school.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Media Eligibility

The research was conducted through a research and Development (R&D) approach to researchers referring to the Borg and Gall models that have been modified into five phases: research and collection, planning, product draft development, validation, main field
testing. Therefore, researchers will explain the results of media development by these stages:

Research and collection, from the results of observations conducted by researchers at SMKN 11 Malang. The results of indirect interviews and observations have been conducted, teaching materials used by teachers during the learning process in the classroom using only the package book. Sourced from the results of the analysis, the development of learning media is needed to further streamline the mathematical learning process of trigonometric material in the classroom. One of the learning media developed in the mathematics learning of trigonometric materials is smart binoculars learning media.

Product planning is done through the following stages: planning materials and equipment planning and consideration of material and equipment selection are important in the manufacture of media products. Smart Binoculars was developed with the first step in the planning of the necessary materials and equipment. The materials used in the development of the Smart Binoculars media are as follows: plywood with a thickness of 15 mm to make the media have good durability, bow 360 degrees, and 2 bows 90 degrees. In order to have a low fault rate in the measuring of the researcher to use the finished arc (plastic arc), pipe Paralon serves as a binoculars and also as a pole of this medium itself. Cat Wood and Tiner as a smart media dyes, Pylox Clear is aimed to give more shiny effects and provide staining protection against water. The equipment needed in the development of the Binoculars Smart Media is as follows: sawing, hammer, drill, nail, sandpaper, markers, brushes, scissors, and insulating papers. It is necessary to develop a mature development process, where the planning aims to make the development process smooth and obtain product results that are suitable for use. Stages of planning the development process starting from planning the initial product development process to the feasibility test in the field. Before the creation of the media, the preparation for the development of the product draft is to prepare the materials needed in the creation of media and content of materials to be used in the media that is trigonometric material (trigonometric comparison) on mathematics in class X. With media learning, teachers can explain trigonometric materials easily. This learning Media can be used by students independently or tutored teachers. Because the media is designed as interesting and easy as possible to understand students. This is different from the research that has been done by Novi Ariyanti (2017), the learning media developed has an advantage in practicality because the tools are very simple and easy to carry while in terms of use is still lacking. Some things that felt less is the difficulty of use because it requires a minimum of 2 people to use it, the lack of function of the clinometer itself and the accuracy of the value obtained has a relatively large fault rate than that in terms of the display is very simple as quickly make the students bored.

Validation of material experts is a lecturer in mathematics education Faculty of teacher and Education science UMM. The material validity test aims to assess the feasibility of media in terms of material that will be presented in the implementation of learning. This validation is done using a material expert validation poll. The description of the assessment score is as follows. 1 = The assessment aspect does not correspond to the media (invalid/revised), 2 = The aspect of the assessment is less appropriate to the media (less valid/revised), 3 = assessment aspect according to the media (valid/not revised), 4 = The assessment aspect is very appropriate with the media (very valid/not revision)
Table 5: Validation by material experts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect Assessment</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Media suitability with KD 3.7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media suitability with KD 3.8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media suitability with KD 4.7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Very Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media Suitability with indicator 3.7.1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media Suitability with indicator 3.8.3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media Suitability with indicator 4.7.2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Very Valid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on table 5, the relevance assessment gets the result 3.33 and is entered in a valid category. The validation of media experts is a lecturer in mathematics education Faculty of teacher and Educational sciences UMM. Media experts are instrumental in assessing the media feasibility of Smart Binoculars in terms of display, color, writing, association with the material, learning objectives, effective, and practical. The description of the judging score is as follows: 1 = The aspect of the assessment does not correspond to the media (invalid/revised), 2 = The aspect of assessment is less appropriate to the media (less valid/revised), 3 = assessment aspect according to the media (valid/not revised), 4 = Valuation aspect is very compliant with the media (very valid/not revision

Table 6: Validation by media experts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect Assessment</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interesting media display</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection of media colors according</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number writing on media can be operated without constraints</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media has relevance to the material</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Very Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media According to learning objectives</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Very Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete Media to be used in the learning process</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Very Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective Media in small groups</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durable Media</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Very Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media can be brought anywhere</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media can be used repeatedly</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Very Valid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to table 6, The relevance assessment aspect gets the result of 3.5 and is entered into a valid category. This is different from the research done by Ahmad Sultoni (2018), in his research validation is only done on the media to his studies without validating the material that corresponds to his learning media.

Small scale trials. The first thing to do is that researchers ask teachers to determine which students will use smart media binoculars, because of the limited media, only 10 students will be selected from various majors in SMKN 11 Malang. Furthermore, teachers convey learning objectives. The teacher introduces Smart binoculars Learning media and explains how to use it. Students are allowed to exit the class to measure using the tools provided and give about 20 minutes. After the completion of observing the students are allowed to write the results of his research in the sheets and also work on and fill the instruments that have been given by the researchers and gathered to the teachers. Teachers together with students conclude the outcome of the research that has been done. Test data retrieval instruments using the enclosed poll (attached). The test of the media product is
done once, i.e. individual trials. Individual trials were conducted in April 2019 with a test subject of 10 students with 2 learning media. The subject of trials was taken randomly from various majors in SMKN 11 Malang. This is different from the research done by Ahmad Sulthoni (2018), the trial was conducted with 12 students from the same class and using only 1 learning medium. It is very inefficient as it will take a long time in the data retrieval process in the field.

![Picture 2. Product Trial](image)

The purpose of this learning media development is to develop Smart Binoculars learning media for trigonometric material in a valid, practical and effective SMK. Kevalidan media and materials have been done in advance at the validation stage. Furthermore, the practicality of this Smart Binoculars is measured using a student response poll. The following will be presented a table to discuss whether the developed learning medium is practical for students to use. The description of the assessment score is as follows: 1=very disagree, 2=disagree, 3=agree, 4=very agree. The results of the student response data analysis are presented in table 7:

Table 7: Student Response Data analysis results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interest</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>3.44</td>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sourced from table 7 data, it can be concluded that the response presented by the students after using the smart Media binoculars learning for trigonometric materials in SMK entered the positive category. It was shown with the results of a response poll data that has been filled by 10 student samples, showing a value of 3.44 with good categories. Furthermore, to determine the effectiveness of media, Smart Binoculars can be measured by looking at the results of the students' work on the evaluation of a minimum of 80% above the Minimum submission Criteria 75. Questions were taken based on the questions of National Examination of vocational schools students. From the evaluation of 10 students samples, all got the value above 75.

Media Development Results

Research conducted on the subjects of mathematical trigonometric materials in Vocational schools. Media Development Research conducted at SMKN 11 Malang. Respondents in this study were grade X students of 10 people from various majors. The implementation of this research was conducted in April 2019. The learning activity in this study was conducted in a 1-time meeting with the allocation time of meetings, 2 hours of
study. As stated in Implementation of Learning teachers, the use of learning media is given 20 minutes. This research and development resulted in the media learning of smart binoculars that have been validated, tested and remedial. The Final of this learning medium consists of manipulative media that can be used to calculate the height of an object and the width of an object with a specification of 2 bows 90° to the left and right to determine the angle formed when performing The high measurement of an object and a 360° bow is in the lower position to calculate the angle magnitudes formed when calculating the width of an object. The results of this research and development are data on the specific needs needed to develop a learning media, about the design and operation of learning media. The feasibility Data of the learning media is derived from the poll calculations during validation by the media experts and the student response questionnaire. As a consideration ingredient, this study refers to earlier studies. Novi Ariyanti (2017), which by applying clinometer learning Media can provide improvement in student learning outcomes. Next up is the study of Ahmad Sultoni (2018) showing results by applying smart binoculars learning can make an interest in learning and learning outcomes increased. By the two studies above research Noor Fajriah (2017) mentions that the results of his research students have activity in the very active criteria and the ability of mathematical communication of students on high criteria besides students' responses Of the student Clinometer Learning Media is very satisfied

CONCLUSION

The conclusion of this research and development is as follows. With the media learning of smart binoculars can help the learning process and have fungi to clarify the meaning of the message that you want to convey, to achieve the purpose of education or learning effective, efficient and this media itself has a high level of validity. The research and development procedures used are the modification of Borg and Gall's research and development procedures. Development of Smart Binoculars learning media is done through the steps: Research and collection, planning, development of product drafts, validation, and small scale trials. Based on the results of the evaluation that has been done all students get the value above the KKM then the learning media is categorized very effectively. This use of learning Media also helps students discover each step in their way to make students understand and easy to remember trigonometric materials.

Based on the results of the research and findings during the research, the researchers have some advice that other researchers can apply the mathematical projects in everyday life so that students better understand the mathematical applications in the daily life Days and students are freed in resolving the problem to be resolved.
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